Second Quarter 2013 Equity Trading Accountability Report
General Comments
Canadian investors lost money on both the domestic
stock market and bond market so far in 2013. The trend
towards investment in developed countries around the world,
particularly in the United States, has accelerated. Investors
needing safety in their portfolio face significant challenges:
interest rates at low levels that are below inflation; and
potential short-term losses as bond prices fall when interest
rates rise.
The solution of taking more risk through corporate
bonds and global equities seems uncertain. Examination
of the market indexes during April and June of the past
quarter in particular show significant moves one direction
followed by quick movements in the other direction. Nearly
every correction since 2008 has had investors worried about
another massive drop coming out of nowhere.
Can investors adapt to lower interest rates by moving to geographies and sectors that are making
money for them? Will they develop better risk management to help avoid significant crashes or can this
even be done? Or will they be satisfied with a risk-free return of nothing?

The Equity Markets
S&P/TSX Index (Canada)
Canadian results display a vague
resemblance to movements in the
U.S. market, but seem to magnify
downward
losses
while
barely
participating in periods of growth.
This may be a global shift from the
building of infrastructure we experienced over the last decade requiring
raw materials, to a focus on the global
consumer this decade.
Source: Thomson ONE

S&P 500 (United States)

The U.S. offers several advantages to
global investors right now:
Its economy is primarily internal, with
less reliance on imports and exports.


There is large representation of
global health and consumer stocks in
the U.S. index, which are the best
performing sectors.


The U.S. capital markets are the
largest and most developed in the
world, now with less competition from
an uncertain European situation.


Source: Thomson ONE
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Currency
Canadian Dollar / U.S. Dollar Exchange Rate

Source: Thomson ONE

Canadians have enjoyed a gain in their currency of over 80% compared to the U.S. dollar from
2002 to 2008. This strength ended with the collapse of Lehman Brothers and the subsequent demand
for safety. The Canadian dollar did make its way back to par with the U.S. dollar between 2008 and
2011, but the trend to sell Canadian dollars in favour of U.S. dollars is in the beginning stages of being
established. Canadians seem to be selling Canadian dollars to buy goods, vacations, and real estate in
the United States. This is another reason to increase exposure to global securities.

Challenges Investing in Fixed Income
Canadian 10-Year Government Bond Yield

Source: Thomson ONE

Taking no credit risk by owning government bonds and insured products has paid investors less
than inflation for almost two years. But because interest rates still declined, investors received small
additional capital gains. The increase in yields during May of 2013 have produced a fixed income loss
for Canadian bond indexes. This may be a foreshadowning of what may happen to fixed income
investments over the next few years. One solution to this problem is to own corporate bonds which are
less sensitive to interest rate movements and more sensitive to improvements in the economy. Another
solution is to reduce fixed income levels in favour of greater exposure to equities. Unfortunately, both of
these strategies involve some risks. Investors can also shorten the average term to maturity of their
fixed income portfolios while interest rates rise. This may preserve capital, but may not beat inflation.
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Summary of First Quarter 2013 Equity Trading Activity

Source: Richardson GMP as at June 30, 2013
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Managed Account Equity Analysis
Analysis of Quarterly Trading
1. Five of thirty-six positions owned over the quarter made more than ten percent. Four of these
positions are among the largest six positions owned – Green Mountain Coffee Roaster,
Priceline.com, Open Text, and Valeant Pharmaceuticals. Several of these positions were also top
performers in the prior quarter as well. Buying more of winning positions is rewarding.
2. Four of five “trading positions” resulted in profit. Two of these were directional exchange
traded funds, one capturing a little more of the market gain and the other protecting a bit from a
market decline. The other two were short-term stock trades. The loss is discussed in point 6.
3. Many positions resulted in a +/- 4% return for the quarter. A portfolio should be diversified in
order to reduce the level of fluctuation in the portfolio. Two of the positions are among the top
holdings and were top performers last quarter – Tim Hortons and Celgene. More of both was
acquired in the quarter as the pause in stock performance was seen as an opportunity.
4. Five securities were sold on discipline violation. This means their rank on my quantitative
model deteriorated and/or the stock broke a significant support level on its price chart. The five
stocks listed are exactly the five stocks that were on the watch list last quarter. One of them,
Chorus Aviation had a significant downward price gap which caused a large loss. There was no
opportunity to sell the security at a small loss because its price simply opened significantly lower
after the company announced they would be cutting their distribution.
I am happy that the number of securities sold at a loss was reduced from the prior quarter.
Could I improve results by anticipating stock violation? When I look at the best performers, there
were times that they became close to discipline violation as well and fortunately were not sold.
When examining the sold securities further, I did protect from a further drop in the short term, but
many have rebounded above the selling price. This provides the opposite conclusion – perhaps to
be a little more tolerant of volatility. During the first quarter of 2013 and earlier, sales of Barrick Gold
and all other gold positions saved portfolios from disastrous second quarter performance.
There will always be losing trades in a portfolio. Selling a security I thought was going to make
money that doesn’t, is hard. But it is even harder to keep losing money when fundamentals or
trading behaviour becomes poor. I have found it better to be less tolerant of losing positions. The
mark of an investment professional is being able sell losers and move forward.
5. Two positions were affected by the news of wireless competition entering Canada from
Verizon: BCE and Rogers Communications. I have concluded that I will continue to hold these
securities. The result of new competition is unclear. This is not the first time additional competition
has moved into the wireless space. Several years ago, when Wind Mobile was introduced, telecom
stocks immediately tumbled 15% or so. Four months later they started to recover and Wind never
made any meaningful negative impact on the incumbents. BCE and Rogers are in great financial
positions and pay large dividends. They are still indicated to be held by my quantitative model.
6. S&P 500 Volatility notes were acquired after Bernanke’s speech in June regarding the
process for the government reducing bond purchases caused a decisive downward break in
the previous upward trend. These were not acquired at a good price – I chased them while panic
continued to push markets down while hoping to get them at a better price. These notes provide a
gain when the market falls – an effective hedge against disaster without having to sell core
positions. After a clear and unmistakable trend break to the downside on June 21, the markets
started to recover days later. This position resulted in a loss and was closed out in early July. I may
have been too worried about a significant market correction. I have determined that I need to
consult with each client as to their desire for me to hedge the portfolio when I believe downside risk
occurs. Protecting from losses when markets rise unfortunately reduces participation in that rise.
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Market Results
Investors in the Canadian
stock market lost money so
far in 2013 and may have lost
a significant sum if they were
focused on the Canadian
junior or resource markets.
U.S. indexes continued their
dominance from the prior
year, and were boosted an
extra 6% or so from currency
appreciation relative to the
Canadian Dollar.
Global markets are starting
to be a much more important
part to a Canadian investor’s
portfolio.

Source: Richardson GMP. All returns are in Canadian dollars as of June 30, 2013.

Japan was the best performer so far in 2013, even after stalling in May. Emerging Markets countries
performed similarly to Canada, losing money for investors.

Canadian fixed income is
typically thought of by investors as safe money that provides an income. This loss may be a taste of
what is to come over the next several years if the Federal Reserve reduces its bond purchases and
economic strength continues to push interest rates upward.
The most stunning result is the loss for bond investors so far in 2013.

The accounts I manage are not put into any kind of pool. Clients own each security in their account
and I apply different equity models in different proportions to each client. There may be unique positions
as well as some differences in portfolios due to the timing of their transition to the securities I manage.
There is therefore variation of client results based on the application of their own situation and needs,
even though there is a commonality of the overall trading decisions. All of the models are represented in
the trading results shown on page 3, except for the international model which holds exchange-traded
funds in Japan, Germany, and Belgium.

Find Out if My Approach Is Right for You
I would be honoured for the opportunity to assess your situation, find your dream, and help you improve
your investment results. Please contact my team to set up a complimentary meeting.
Brad A. Hunter, CA, CFP, CIM
Portfolio Manager, Director, Wealth Management | Richardson GMP Limited
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Disclaimer:
The opinions expressed in this report are the opinions of the author and readers should not assume they reflect the opinions or recommendations of
Richardson GMP Limited or its affiliates. Assumptions, opinions and estimates constitute the author’s judgment as of the date of this material and are
subject to change without notice. We do not warrant the completeness or accuracy of this material, and it should not be relied upon as such. Before
acting on any recommendation, you should consider whether it is suitable for your particular circumstances and, if necessary, seek professional
advice. Past performance is not indicative of future results. This report may present securities that are not owned or held at Richardson GMP. For a
listing of your assets held at Richardson GMP you should refer to your official statement of account. The data presented was obtained from
resources that we believe to be reliable, however, we cannot represent that it is accurate or complete. Should you have any questions regarding this
report and/or your official securities holdings, you should contact your Investment Advisor or the Branch Manager. Richardson GMP Limited, Member
Canadian Investor Protection Fund. Richardson is a trade-mark of James Richardson & Sons, Limited. GMP is a registered trade-mark of GMP
Securities L.P. Both used under license by Richardson GMP Limited.
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